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1. Introduction 

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are a major cause of 

death worldwide1. In particular the Western 

countries are affected by an increase in CVD 

patients1. Atherosclerosis, a chronic inflammatory 

condition of the vasculature developing during 

early adulthood, is often the underlying cause of 

acute cardiovascular syndromes2. Together with 

heart failure, acute cardiovascular syndromes and 

atherosclerosis fall under the heading of CVDs. 

Moreover, risk factors contribute to the increase in 

CVD cases worldwide. An important risk factor for 

CVD is obesity. Obesity rates dramatically increased 

during the last years, which led to a simultaneous 

increase in CVDs3. Both pathologies, atherosclerosis 

and obesity, which are also connected pathologies, 

contribute to the rising problem of CVDs. In these 

pathologies innate and adaptive immunity play key 

roles during their development. Immune cells from 

both immune systems are linked to CVD 

development and progression as well. Here, this 

link is described extensively for a special type of 

immune cells: Natural Killer T cells (NKT cells). 

Atherosclerosis and obesity, both related to the development of cardiovascular 

diseases (CVDs), are increasing pathologies under the global population. Therefore, 

both pathologies contribute to the growing problem of CVDs. In both pathologies, 

chronic inflammation is the key process that exacerbates disease progression. 

Natural Killer T (NKT) cells are of interest, because these immune cells connect 

innate and adaptive immunity. Moreover, NKT cells get activated by lipid antigens. 

These antigens are highly enriched in both atherosclerotic lesions and adipose tissue. 

An obvious role for these cells in these pathologies has been determined and several 

pathways involved in these pathologies are known to induce NKT cell activation and 

modulate NKT cell effector function. However, conflicting results make it hard to 

address whether the effects achieved by NKT cells are beneficial or pathologic. 

Therefore, more studies are required that take the role of interfering factors into 

account, such as the effect of subtypes, environment, and time span. Thereafter, the 

potential of the NKT cells for therapeutic application in CVD can be determined. 
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1.1 Natural Killer T cells 

NKT cells are lymphocytes sharing characteristics of 

both innate and adaptive immunity, therefore 

having a function in bridging both immune 

systems4. These cells have described functions in 

atherosclerosis and obesity, the pathologies 

involved in CVD development. However, 

uncertainties and discrepancies need to be 

deciphered regarding these findings. NKT cells are 

related to the lineage of Natural Killer (NK) cells and 

T cells, expressing T cell receptors (TCRs) and NK 

cell surface molecules4. NKT cells possess an 

invariant TCR of a limited αβ-chain repertoire, 

allowing NKT cells to specifically recognize lipid 

antigens5, 6. These antigens are often glycolipids, 

such as synthetic glycosphingolipid α-

galactosylceramide(α-GalCer) derived from a 

sponge and endogenous 

isoglobotrihexosylceramide (iGb3) often derived 

from microbes4, 6. These antigens are displayed in  

 

CD1, a MHC class I-like molecule acting as an  

antigen-presenting protein4, 6. CD1 proteins, CD1a 

to CD1d, have a different groove, which is deeper, 

narrower, and more hydrophobic compared to the 

groove of the two MHC proteins, which allows the 

specific binding of lipid antigens4. CD1d is 

particularly known for its function in NKT cell 

recognition4. A part of the lipid antigen extends 

from this CD1d protein, which is recognized by the 

TCR of the NKT cell, together with a portion of the 

CD1 molecule4, 7. NKT cells can express CD4 or CD8 

on their cell surface as well, but double negative 

NKT cells are also produced6. The difference with 

other αβ T cells is found in their auto reactivity: 

Activation by antigen presenting cells (APCs) in the 

absence of exogenous antigens, and their rapid 

production of both Th1 and Th2 cytokines including 

IL-2, IL-4, IL-10, IL-13, IL-17, IFN- γ, TGF-β, and TNF-

α6-9. Which cytokines are released, depends on the 

local microenvironment, the type of antigen leading 

Abbreviations 
α-GalCer  α-galactosylceramide 
β-GlcCer   β-glucosylceramide 
AAA   Abdominal aortic aneurysms 
A-FABP  Adipocyte fatty acid binding 

protein 
Angptl2   Angiopoietin-like protein 2 
APC   Antigen presenting cell 
AT   Adipose tissue 
   BAT      Brown AT 
   VAT      Visceral AT 
   WAT      White AT 
CVD   Cardiovascular disease 
DC   Dendritic cell 
ECM   Extracellular matrix 
FA   Fatty acid 
FasL   Fas ligand 
GLUT4   Glucose transporter type 4 
GM-CSF Granulocyte-macrophage 

colony-stimulating factor 
HDL   High-density lipoprotein 
HFD   High-fat diet 
HFHSC  High-fat high-sucrose diet with 

cholesterol 
IFN-γ   Interferon γ 
iGb3   Isoglobotrihexosylceramide 
IL   Interleukin 
Lcn-2   Lipocalin-2 
LDL   Low-density lipoprotein 

oxLDL    Oxidized LDL 

 
LDLR   LDL receptor 
LPS   Lipopolysaccharide 
LR   Leptin receptor 
LVH   Left ventricular hypertrophy 
MCP-1 Monocyte chemoattractant 

protein-1 
MetS   Metabolic syndrome 
MMP-9   Matrix metalloproteinase 9 
NK cell   Natural Killer cell 
NKT cell   Natural Killer T cell 
   iNKT cell     invariant NKT cell 
   vNKT cell     variant NKT cell 
PAI-1 Plasminogen activator 

inhibitor-1  
PPARγ Peroxisome proliferator-

activated receptor γ 
SMC   Smooth muscle cell 
   VSMC      Vascular SMC 
STAT6 Signal transducer and activator 

of transcription 6 
TCR   T cell receptor 
TGF-β   Transforming growth factor β 
TIMP-1 Tissue inhibitor of 

metalloproteinase 1 
TLR   Toll-like receptor 
TNF-α   Tumor necrosis factor α 
T reg   Regulatory T cell 
TZDs   Thiazolidinediones 
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to activation, and the NKT cell subpopulation with 

its associated receptors9. The available APCs and 

antigens that activate the NKT cells differ between 

organs, resulting in different local effects10. 

 

1.2 Natural Killer T cell subpopulations, 

development, and activation 

NKT cells are roughly divided into two populations, 

based on their TCRs: Type I or invariant (iNKT) 

versus type II or variant (vNKT) NKT cells5, 6, 11. An 

extra population besides these two is reserved for 

NKT-like cells5. Type I NKT cells express an invariant 

Vα14-Jα18 TCR in mice or Vα24-Jα18 TCR in 

humans compared to a non-Vα14 TCR or much 

more diverse TCR in type II NKT cells6. A further 

distinction is made between these two subtypes by 

the presence or absence of CD4 and CD8 proteins 

(Figure 1)5. The subtypes of NKT cells recognize 

different antigens, for example α-GalCer is only 

recognized by iNKT cells5, 6. Based on the 

differences in pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokine 

profiles, it is expected that the different NKT cell 

subtypes perform different functions5, 6. 

Furthermore, several subtypes of iNKT cells are 

already proposed, e.g. a subdivision into Th1-, Th2-, 

and Th17-like NKT cells, established by their 

different cytokine profiles and different associated 

tissues12. Identifying all these different subtypes, 

their functions, and their distribution is of major 

importance6. 

NKT cell development starts with a process in 

the thymus driving NKT cell formation from a 

common ancestor, the CD4+CD8+ thymocyte5. 

Several transcription factors, including Erg2, NFκB, 

T-bet, and c-Myc,  are known to regulate the 

different stages of development5. For the 

development of NKT cells, the CD4+CD8+ thymocyte 

undergoes random VDJ recombination of the genes 

involved in TCR assembly5. These TCRs are 

positively selected in the thymus based on their 

interaction with CD1d5. Although less explored, 

negative selection, which normally occurs to 

eliminate self-reactive lymphocytes, might shape 

the NKT cell repertoire even further5. Via at least 

four differentiation stages (stage 0 till 3), based on 

the expression of markers such as NK1.1, CD24, 

CD44, the NKT cell pool develops5. This does not 

always occur completely in the thymus, because 

Figure 1: Subpopulations of Natural Killer T cells and Natural Killer T-like cells. The NKT cell pool consists of different subtypes 
expressing different surface markers and reacting to different antigens. The invariant NKT cells, or type I NKT cells, form the most 
extensively described NKT cell subpopulation and react with CD1d antigen-presenting proteins. The variant NKT cells, or type II NKT 
cells, form the second population reacting with CD1d proteins. NKT-like cells are restricted to the other CD1 proteins of the CD1 
family, namely CD1a, CD1b, and CD1c.

5
 

NKT cell; Natural Killer T cell 
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immature NKT cells can migrate to the periphery 

and differentiate into the mature phenotype 

there5. After complete maturation, mature NKT 

cells can reside in the thymus or leave the thymus 

to the periphery5. In the periphery, the majority of 

the NKT cells reside in the liver or bone marrow, 

but they also populate the spleen, lymph nodes, 

lungs, and the blood circulation13, 14. In humans, the 

omentum is more of a residence for NKT cells 

instead of the liver in mice9. In the different organs 

different subpopulations might reside, dependent 

on the organ itself14.  Finally, the numbers of 

mature NKT cells differ enormously between mice 

strains and between human individuals5, 12. 

After development, mature NKT cells reside in 

the thymus or in the periphery waiting to 

encounter a signal leading to activation. Pathways 

of direct and indirect activation lead to NKT cell 

activity, which is dependent on the type of lipid 

antigen, which can be exogenous or 

endogenous(figure 2)4. For direct activation, APCs 

present the exogenous microbial antigen in their 

CD1d protein, which enables the specific TCR of the 

NKT cell to bind4, 15. Indirect activation does not 

Figure 2: Activation of Natural Killer T cells and their mode of action. NKT cells can be activated directly or indirectly. Direct 
activation occurs via an interaction with the TCR of the NKT cell and the lipid antigen presented in CD1d on APCs. Indirect activation 
mainly occurs via cytokine release by the APCs such as IL-12 and IL-18, but a weak interaction between the TCR and antigen/CD1d 
can be involved as well. After activation of the NKT cells, these cells are capable of producing both pro-inflammatory (including IL-2, 
IL-17, IFN- γ, and TNF-α) and anti-inflammatory (including IL-4, IL-10, IL-13, and TGF-β) cytokines depending on, among other things, 
the environment. By production of these cytokines, immune responses can be regulated. But also two other modes of actions can be 
realized: (1) By expressing FasL, granzymes, and perforines, cell death can be induced in NKT cell targets, and (2) the behavior of 
other immune cells can be influenced by the release of cytokines or via direct cell-cell contact using cell surface receptors or 
proteins. 
APC, antigen presenting cell; FasL, Fas ligand; IL, interleukin; IFN-γ, Interferon γ; NKT cell, Natural Killer T cell; TCR, T cell receptor; 
TGF-β, Transforming growth factor β; TNF-α, Tumor necrosis factor α 
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depend on TCR recognition of the lipid antigen 

presented by APCs4, 15. Instead, indirect activation 

depends on cytokine release by APCs (e.g. IL-12 and 

-18 9), but the recognition of the endogenous 

antigen presented in CD1d might strengthen this 

interaction 4, 15. After activation, NKT cell activity 

can be both pro- and anti-inflammatory, which 

might refer to the different subtypes of the NKT cell 

pool4.  

After activation, NKT cells regulate the immune 

response by producing a broad range of cytokines 

and chemokines, by killing other cells, and by 

influencing immune cell behavior (figure 2)5, 7. IL-4 

and IFN-γ are recognized as the major cytokines 

released by NKT cells7. Cell killing is performed by 

expression of perforin, granzyme B, and Fas ligand 

(FasL)7. Immune cell behavior is either changed by 

direct cell-cell contact or cytokine production7, 12. 

Therefore, NKT cells modulate immunity, but the 

NKT cells are not always the direct immune 

modulators themselves4, 11. Furthermore, NKT cells 

play important roles in tumor immunosurveillance 

and self-tolerance4, 5. However, NKT cell activity can 

be detrimental as well, as was shown for several 

diseases including atherosclerosis and obesity5. This 

provided new interests to investigate NKT cell 

function in the context of these pathologies5. 

 

1.3 Natural Killer T cells in vasculature and 

adipose tissue 

NKT cells react to a broad range of infectious 

agents4. Especially in the liver, NKT cells patrol for 

infectious lipid antigens to protect the liver 

vasculature12, 13. There, the NKT cells reside in the 

sinusoids of the liver together with Kupffer cells13. 

NKT cells reside in other vascular walls as well to 

respond to infectious agents locally13. In mouse and 

human adipose tissue (AT) NKT cells are also highly 

enriched12. Moreover, their numbers decreased 

during obesity and recovered after a period of 

weight loss, suggesting a protective NKT cell 

phenotype in a lean state12, 16.  

NKT cell deficiency or dysfunction is involved in 

several diseases, such as in chronic inflammation, 

which is the key process occuring in atherosclerosis 

and obesity12. Also vascular diseases have been 

related to NKT cells17-19. The involvement of NKT 

cells in such diseases is demonstrated by several 

studies. In this review we searched for, among 

other things, similarities between atherosclerosis 

and obesity at the level of NKT cells. Atherosclerosis 

and obesity, related to vasculature and adipose 

tissue, respectively, are pathologies that share 

connections and both relate to CVDs. We 

attempted to translate the (immunological) findings 

between atherosclerosis, obesity, and CVD with the 

ultimate objective to use NKT cells for therapeutic 

purposes to fight CVDs. iNKT cells are the most 

abundantly described population of all NKT cells, 

therefore most insights are gained using these cells. 

Please note that in this review NKT cells will refer to 

iNKT cells unless stated otherwise. 

 

2. Natural Killer T cells and 

atherosclerosis 

Atherosclerosis is often the underlying cause of 

CVDs. Atherosclerosis is now recognized as a 

chronic inflammatory disease, involving both innate 

and adaptive immunity (box 1)20. Therefore, NKT 

cells might have an important function in the 

atherosclerotic process. How NKT cells are 

activated and the amount of lipid antigens present 

in atherosclerotic plaques, were of direct interest 

to explore the role of NKT cells in atherosclerosis21. 

Moreover, a pro-inflammatory NKT cell phenotype 

might aggravate atherosclerotic progression, but an 

anti-inflammatory NKT cell phenotype might 

ameliorate the atherosclerotic process. Therefore, 

many studies were performed to elucidate the role 

of NKT cells in atherosclerosis. 

 

2.1 Natural Killer T cell mice models and 

atherosclerosis 

To elucidate whether NKT cells are enhancers or 

attenuators of atherosclerosis, mice studies were 

performed. Several mice models were used, often 

on an apoE knockout or LDL receptor (LDLR) 
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knockout background8, 11. Different high-fat diets 

(HFDs) of varying duration were given to these mice 

to induce and study atherosclerosis8, 11.  

Three major strategies were applied to 

investigate the role of NKT cells in atherosclerosis, 

namely removal, activation, or addition of NKT 

cells8, 11. To remove the NKT cell population in a 

mice model, the CD1d knockout strategy can be 

used. CD1d knockout mice do not possess any NKT 

cell population, because CD1d is needed for the 

development of the NKT cell pool in the thymus8. 

CD1d expression was observed on both human and 

mouse APCs in atherosclerotic plaques8. Some 

factors, also present in atherosclerotic lesions, can 

increase this CD1d expression by APCs, such as 

oxidized low-density lipoprotein (oxLDL)8. 

Furthermore, a different mice model type can be 

used that eliminates the iNKT cells specifically; Jα18 

knockout mice11.  

α-GalCer treatment was used in several studies 

to activate NKT cells in mice and to determine the 

effect on atherosclerosis, e.g. at the level of the 

aortic root11. Indeed, activation led to increased 

atherosclerotic lesions in apoE knockout mice in 

several studies11. Not only lesion area increased, 

also the plaque phenotype changed towards a less 

collagen-rich and more vulnerable phenotype22. In 

the case of CD1d knockout mice, no differences 

were found compared to control mice when 

treated with α-GalCer, which shows the importance 

of NKT cells in the atherosclerotic process11. Other 

studies that did not use a NKT cell activator, 

showed similar results: CD1d knockout mice on an 

apoE knockout or LDLR knockout background had 

less severe atherosclerotic lesions, indicating that 

NKT cells are “bad players” in the atherosclerotic 

process8, 11. Studies using Jα18 knockout mice 

showed also a decrease in atherosclerosis, 

indicating that the iNKT cell population is pro-

atherogenic21. 

Finally, Vα14 transgenic mice were used for NKT 

cell addition, because these mice possess an 

overload of NKT cells. Based on the previous 

mentioned results, an aggravated outcome would 

be expected. Indeed, atherosclerotic lesions were 

exaggerated, although the effect obtained was site-

specific11. Furthermore, adoptive transfer of various 

subsets of NKT cells showed that CD4+ NKT cells are 

responsible for the pro-atherogenic effect21. 

However, not all studies pointed in the same 

direction as described here. A minority of the 

studies indicated the NKT cells as “neutral” or 

“good players” in atherogenesis8, 11. Therefore, 

based on the majority of the studies and their 

results, the conclusion was drawn that NKT cells are 

in general of a pro-atherogenic phenotype8, 11, 21.  

 

2.2 Possible mechanisms leading to a pro-

atherogenic phenotype of Natural Killer T cells 

Different mechanisms could explain the suspected 

pro-atherogenic phenotype of NKT cells. Several 

NKT cell activation pathways involved in 

atherosclerosis are described. As a first mechanism, 

Toll-like receptors (TLRs), which are pattern 

recognition receptors, have shown to be important 

in NKT cell activation. TLRs are present on APCs and 

these cells get activated after pattern recognition 

by these receptors11. TLR activation can lead to 

enhanced production of endogenous lipid antigens 

or specific cytokines (e.g. IFN-γ), leading to 

increased NKT cell activation via the indirect 

pathway11. Several TLRs are important in 

atherosclerosis, especially TLR2 and TLR424. For 

example, TLR4 activation leads to the polarization 

of NKT cells towards an inflammatory phenotype, 

which also occurs in response to lipid-rich dendritic 

cells (DCs) compared to the tolerogenic NKT cell 

phenotype induced by lipid-poor DCs8. Activation of 

TLR4 on macrophages by modified LDL led to 

enhanced oxLDL uptake and cytokine production by 

the macrophage itself, which in turn might 

influence NKT cell activation11. Other self antigens 

are expressed in the plaque as well, such as β-

glucosylceramide (β-GlcCer), which led to 

atherosclerotic progression8. The increased levels 

of this self antigen presented by DCs in the plaque 

after TLR4 activation, suggest an agonistic effect of  
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Box 1: Atherosclerosis and inflammation 
Atherosclerosis is an inflammatory disease of the vessel wall,  starting at early adulthood. The vessel wall 
consists of three layers, the tunica intima, the tunica media, and the tunica adventitia (figure box 1a). Lipids 
accumulate in the inner layer of the vessel wall, the tunica intima20. First the endothelial cell layer gets 
activated and as a consequence leukocytes are attracted into the vessel wall20. These group of leukocytes 
includes monocytes and T cells, which are able to induce inflammation by the production of cytokines and 
chemokines20. Attracted monocytes maturate into macrophages20. Macrophages can take up the lipids in the 
form of oxLDL, which results in their transformation to foam cells (figure box 1b)20. As a next step, smooth 
muscle cells (SMCs) migrate from the tunica media towards the tunica intima, where they proliferate and 
produce extracellular matrix (ECM) products such as collagen (figure box 1c)20. These ECM products form a 
cap, that protects the pro-thrombotic inside of the plaque from the flowing blood stream20. However, this 
fibrous cap can burst, which can result in thrombus formation and vessel occlusion with concomitant 
systemic consequences (figure box 1d)20. Additionally, both foam cells and SMCs can die in the 
atherosclerotic plaque20. This creates an extracellular lipid-core and cholesterol crystals can be deposited20. 
Advanced plaques can have a microvasculature, extension of the vasa vasorum, of their own as well20. 

There are basically two plaque phenotypes: the vulnerable and the stable plaque. The vulnerable plaque 
has a large lipid core, high numbers of immune cells, and a thin fibrous cap23. A stable plaque has a small 
lipid core, lower numbers of immune cells, and a thick fibrous cap23. The vulnerable plaque is more prone to 
rupture and therefore, more dangerous in terms of clinical outcomes23. 
 

  

Figure box 1: The different stages of the atherosclerotic process. a) The vessel wall is divided into three layers: the 
tunica intima, the tunica media, and the tunica adventitia. The endothelial cell layer is part of the tunica intima. b) 
Monocytes are attracted into the tunica intima and differentiate into macrophages. After lipid uptake, macrophages 
transform into foam cells. T cells and other immune cells are attracted as well into the tunica intima. c) SMCs migrate 
from the tunica media to the tunica intima. There they produce ECM matrix molecules including collagen. Cells go into 
apoptosis locally, cholesterol crystals arise, and a microvasculature is attracted into the forming plaque. d) Many 
immune cells are attracted into the plaque and a lipid core is formed. A fibrous cap protects the inside of the plaque 
from the blood flow. However, when the plaque ruptures, the inside is exposed and a thrombus will form.

20
 

ECM, extracellular matrix; SMC, smooth muscle cell 
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β-GlcCer in NKT cell activation and thus 

exacerbation of atherosclerotic lesions8. Besides, 

microbial infections have shown to enhance 

atherogenesis in both animals and humans25, 26. 

Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) was found to increase the 

size and vulnerability of atherosclerotic lesions via 

activation of TLR425. Andoh et al. showed that this 

LPS mediated aggravation of atherosclerosis in size 

and vulnerability is mediated by NKT cells by having 

an effect on NK cells25. NKT cells activate NK cells 

that perform the effect on atherosclerosis25. Thus, 

increased TLR4 and CD1d expression on APCs 

present in the plaque, that occurs in the presence 

of oxLDL, might lead to an increased NKT cell-

atherogenesis axis. Therefore, not only lipids induce 

atherosclerosis via this pathway, also exposure to 

high levels of pathogens or pathogen components 

(e.g. received via the colon) should be controlled to 

prevent atherosclerotic progression25. 

Moreover, LDL itself was found to activate NKT 

cells and also improved apoE-mediated antigen 

presentation8, 11, 21. ApoE can bind to the lipid 

antigen and these apoE-antigen complexes are 

delivered to APCs via LDLR mediated uptake in both 

humans and mice8, 11, 21. These pathways could 

increase NKT cell activation and therefore, might 

aggravate atherosclerotic outcome. Additionally, 

CD1d is expressed by vascular smooth muscle cells 

(VSMCs)8. Although no evidence is found yet for the 

expression of CD1d on VSMCs at the site of the 

plaque, this might form another NKT cell activation 

pathway8. An overview of the NKT cell activation 

pathways involved in atherosclerosis is depicted in 

figure 3. 

After activation, NKT cells are capable of 

producing granulocyte-macrophage colony-

stimulating factor (GM-CSF), resulting in an 

increased production of monocytes and increased 

differentiation of monocytes into DCs8, 11. 

Obviously, more circulating monocytes could lead 

to increased foam cell levels in the atherosclerotic 

lesions. Also the function, maturation, and 

proliferation of T cells, B cells, DCs, and NK cells 

could be affected by NKT cells and their cytokine 

production11.  

 

2.3 Additional evidence for the involvement of 

Natural Killer T cells in the atherosclerotic 

process 

More interactions between NKT cells and 

atherosclerosis were demonstrated by other 

studies. Using atherosclerotic plaques derived from 

abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAA), which are often 

caused by atherosclerosis, an interaction between 

VSMCs and NKT cells was indicated17. VSMCs 

support NKT cell growth, but NKT cells increase 

apoptotic cell death of VSMCs17. This might result in 

worse atherosclerotic lesions due to an increased 

vulnerability of the plaques as a consequence of 

reduced ECM production and a richer lipid core17. 

Consequently, plaque rupture might occur, 

especially since NKT cells reside in the shoulder 

region of a plaque12, 17. Furthermore, in a model of 

arterial injury, the lipid antigens presented via the 

CD1d-NKT cell pathway showed to be involved in 

neointima formation, a common feature of 

atherosclerosis whereby the tunica intima thickens 

as a response to vascular injury27. 

NKT cells are suggested to play roles in both the 

initiation and progression of atherosclerotic lesions, 

but their effect is more pronounced during the 

early phase and only transient during the 

progression of atherosclerosis8, 11, 21. Anergy, the 

acquired tolerance of the immune system against 

antigens, might develop after prolonged 

stimulation with lipid antigens, as in chronic 

dyslipidemia8, 11, 21. This suggests a prominent role 

for NKT cells in especially the development of early 

lesions8, 11, 21. 

 

2.4 Natural Killer T cells: Observations and 

biomarker potential in human atherosclerosis 

NKT cells are present in human plaques, which was 

also confirmed for human AAAs8, 17. CD1d is 

expressed in human plaques as well, which 

indicates that the NKT cells present can be 
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activated8. However, CD1d expression was only 

observed in neovascularized plaques of 

symptomatic patients (and not in asymptomatic 

patients), but the total number of circulating NKT 

cells in these patients was reduced8. Furthermore, 

the location of these NKT cells in plaques was taken 

into account. NKT cells reside in particular at the 

shoulder region21. This might refer to a dangerous 

function of NKT cells, because the shoulder region 

is often prone to rupture. In general, these 

observations are comparable to the experimental 

data obtained from mice: NKT cells are bad for the 

atherosclerotic patient. 

Unfortunately, nothing is noted about the 

sensitivity of plaque-derived NKT cells compared to 

circulatory NKT cells under different pathologic 

conditions8. It would be interesting to see whether 

the NKT cell sensitivity correlates with the stage of 

the atherosclerotic lesion, so this could predict 

clinical outcome in patients that underwent 

endarterectomie8. The use of NKT cells as a 

biomarker was already described for patients with 

angina pectoris by Andoh et al. Circulating NKT cell 

numbers decreased in patients with angina 

pectoris28. Therefore, lower numbers of NKT cells in 

peripheral blood are related to coronary artery 

disease28. This was only indicated for this specific 

pathological setting, more studies are needed to 

get specific information from these cells in relation 

to the disease and the status of that disease. 

 

3. Natural Killer T cells and obesity 

Obesity is a risk factor for many diseases, such as 

type II diabetes, cancer, and CVDs9, 29. In obesity, 

the amount of AT increases with concomitant 

Figure 3: Activation of Natural Killer T cells in atherosclerosis. In a plaque, NKT cells get activated via several pathways. Lipid-rich 
DCs lead to the polarization of NKT cells towards an inflammatory phenotype. LDL and self antigens, e.g. β-GlcCer, present in the 
plaque can induce NKT cell activation. On APCs, such as macrophages, different receptors are expressed including the LDLR. The LDLR 
binds apoE, which can target lipid antigens. Thereby, an uptake circle is created, which might result in antigen presentation towards 
the NKT cells. TLRs (e.g. TLR2 and TLR4) are expressed as well by APCs. These TLRs can react to LPS, but also to modified LDL (e.g. 
oxLDL). This creates a loop towards NKT cell activation via increased antigen presentation (TCR-driven activation) or cytokine release 
(cytokine-driven activation). Furthermore, in presence of oxLDL, CD1d and TLR4 expression will be increased on APCs.  

The activation of NKT cells result in cytokine release, other mode of actions might be performed, and the behavior of other 
immune cells, e.g. NK cells, can be influenced by the NKT cells. This probably increases the pro-inflammatory processes occurring in 
the atherosclerotic plaque. 
β-GlcCer, β-glucosylceramide; APC, antigen presenting cell; DC, dendritic cell; GM-CSF, granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating 
factor; IL, interleukin; IFN-γ, Interferon γ; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; LDLR, low-density lipoprotein receptor; LPS, lipopolysaccharide; 
NK cell, Natural Killer cell; NKT cell, Natural Killer T cell; oxLDL, oxidized LDL; TLR, Toll-like receptor 
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changes in both immune and metabolic pathways, 

called immunometabolism9, 30. Both processes are 

integrated in AT, mostly visceral AT (VAT)9. Immune 

cells are present in AT and are scarcely distributed 

between the adipocytes9, 30. Normally, AT is a 

dynamic organ that adapts to physiological changes 

in food intake, increased energy demand, or 

starvation, but long-term changes can lead to both 

disrupted immune and metabolic pathways9, 30. 

Insulin resistance and metabolic dysregulation can 

occur as a consequence of this disbalance, resulting 

in an increased risk for obesity-related diseases 

(box 2)9. 

Obesity is associated with a state of  chronic 

low-grade inflammation, so-called 

metainflammation30, 31. This inflammatory response 

occurs in metabolically active tissues such as AT, 

whereby immune cells infiltrate30, 31. The number of 

infiltrating immune cells, their phenotype, and 

cytokine expression profile shifts during obesity9. 

As an important player in obesity, the role of 

macrophages is extensively described9, 30. However, 

the role of other immune cells that regulate 

immunometabolism in AT are not well 

characterized yet9. Still, little is known about the 

role of NKT cells in AT inflammation and obesity-

related diseases9, 31. The ability of NKT cells to 

release both pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines 

might aggravate or improve AT inflammation. 

 

3.1 Natural Killer T cells in AT during obesity  

The distribution of NKT cells is not equal between 

the different organs, but NKT cells are normally 

abundantly enriched in AT34. 10-20% of the T cell 

pool in AT is populated by the NKT cells and 

compared with liver and spleen, most NKT cells are 

DN (CD4- CD8-), possess reduced expression of 

NK1.1, and produce both Th1 and Th2 cytokines9, 10, 

16, 35. Without external stimuli the AT resident NKT 

cells are more biased towards a Th2 cytokine 

profile, with increased expression of IL-4 and IL-10 

and reduced expression of IFN-γ, suggesting an 

anti-inflammatory function of NKT cells in AT 9, 16, 30, 

35. This anti-inflammatory phenotype is also more 

pronounced in AT compared to spleen and liver16.  

Recruitment of NKT cells to AT might be 

achieved via interactions with MCP-1/CCR2, CXCR2, 

and CXCR635. MCP-1 is a chemokine that attracts 

besides macrophages NKT cells as well and CCR2 is 

the receptor for this chemokine expressed by NKT 

cells35. Several studies observed a drop in NKT cell 

number during obesity in, among other things, 

peripheral blood, the liver, and AT, which could 

indicate that NKT cells are protectors of obesity-

related diseases9, 16, 30, 34, 36. This drop seems rather 

contradictory, because MCP-1 levels are increased 

in AT during obesity. However, weight loss was able 

to restore NKT cell numbers, indicating that NKT 

cell defects are reversible, which is beneficial from 

a therapeutic perspective16. Additionally, Huh et al. 

demonstrated that the decreased ratio of NKT 

cells/lymphocytes is HFD dependent34. This 

decrease in NKT cell number after the consumption 

of a HFD, is not caused by a defect in NKT cell 

development, because the drop in NKT cells was 

restricted to the AT34. But, as a consequence of a 

HFD, NKT cells could go into apoptosis34. This 

reduction in NKT cell numbers occurs before CD8+ T 

cells and macrophages infiltrate the AT9, 30. Ji et al. 

indicated that this infiltration might be NKT cell 

dependent, which could indicate a pro-

inflammatory function of the NKT cells36. Next to 

decreased cell numbers, a HFD increased NKT cell 

activation, which was assessed by the increased 

expression of activation markers9, 30. This occurred 

in response to a lipid overload, but no exact 

mechanisms are known yet involved in this 

process9. Based on these findings, NKT cells are 

probably one of the first responders in AT during 

obesity, as a consequence of a nutrition/lipid 

overload9, 30.  

 

3.2 Natural Killer T cell mice models and 

obesity 

Similar mice models were used as described before 

applying the three strategies of removal, activation, 
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Box 2: Obesity and AT inflammation 

There are two types of AT in mammals: white (WAT) and brown adipose tissue (BAT). BAT has a different 

role than WAT, as WAT stores energy and acts as an endocrine organ by secreting adipokines and BAT is 

important for heat generation29, 32. In obesity, the amount of AT increases and a state of chronic low-grade 

inflammation prevails (figure box 2)33. Not only adipocyte numbers increase, also the adipocytes themselves 

increase in size: hypertrophy9. This hypertrophy is induced by the lipid excess that has to be stored in WAT 

and causes changes in the adipocyte cell characteristics9. Immune cells, such as macrophages, T cells, and B 

cells, infiltrate the AT during obesity, where they release different pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines9. 

More of these immune cells are attracted as a response to the storage of lipids in adipocytes, because this 

results in the activation of metabolic and stress signaling pathways, negatively regulating insulin sensitivity16. 

For example, adipocytes secrete monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1), which is a factor that 

attracts more M1-type macrophages into the AT9, 33. The macrophages in obese subjects possess a pro-

inflammatory phenotype (M1), which secretes TNF-α and IL-6, and the adipocytes express a disturbed 

adipokine profile (figure box 2B)9, 33. In lean subjects, macrophages mainly produce anti-inflammatory 

cytokines such as IL-10 (M2-type macrophages) and a certain level of healthy adipokines are expressed by 

the adipocytes (figure box 2A)9, 33. Pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α are able to aggravate insulin 

resistance by affecting insulin receptor signaling in AT after, among other things, binding to cytokine 

receptors on adipocytes9, 33. Next to macrophages, significant numbers of CD8+ T cells infiltrate the AT during 

obesity9, 33. Another event occurring, the levels of leptin, an adipokine which regulates food intake and 

expenditure of energy, increase and as a result, leptin resistance can occur leading to increased food intake9, 

33. Therefore, the changes that occur locally in the AT environment during obesity, result in systemic effects 

as well. Moreover, when adipocytes reach their full capacity, the overflow of lipids might cause damage to 

other organs, resulting in high glucose levels, high fatty acid (FA) levels, and whole body insulin resistance16.  

  

Figure box 2: The immunological and metabolic changes during obesity. A) During a lean state, the adipocytes 
have a normal size. The resident macrophages are of a M2 phenotype and produce the anti-inflammatory 
cytokine IL-10. B) During an obese state, caused by e.g. hyperphagia and/or a lack of exercise, the adipocytes 
become hypertrophied. MCP-1 is secreted by the adipocytes and is released into the circulation to attract 
monocytes towards the AT. These monocytes differentiate into the inflammatory M1-type macrophages in the 
AT. These macrophages secrete many inflammatory cytokines including TNF-α, IL-6, and MCP-1. This 
contributes to lower secreted levels of the adipokine adiponectin. Furthermore, these inflammatory cytokines 
contribute to insulin resistance in liver and skeletal muscle.

33
 

AT, adipose tissue; IL, interleukin; MCP-1, monocyte chemoattractant protein-1; TNF-α, Tumor necrosis factor α 
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or addition of NKT cells. Furthermore, these mice 

received different types of diets, generally a normal 

low fat diet (LFD) or a HFD. However, there are 

many differences between the contents of the 

different HFDs. In general, human and murine NKT 

cell responses as a consequence of obesity and 

weight loss were indicated as similar16. This makes 

it easier to translate the data obtained from mice 

to humans. 

Under conditions of a LFD, NKT cells have a 

protective function in obesity16, 35. Rakhshandehroo 

et al. suggested that this might be caused by the 

LFD-associated lipid pool in AT, that result in the 

basal activation of NKT cells to maintain AT 

homeostasis9. However, the results whether NKT 

cells are beneficial or harmful in obesity after HFD-

feeding were less consistent9, 30. The type of diet is 

thus of interest, which is also reflected by a finding 

of Schipper et al. that showed that different diets 

lead to different AT phenotypes35. However, the 

type of diet is not only a matter of concern, 

differences in the duration of a diet are of major 

importance as well9. During a short period of HFD-

feeding (<8 weeks) NKT cells act protective in 

metabolic regulation9. However, most studies focus 

on the role of NKT cells during the long-term effects 

of obesity34. During a longer HFD-feeding period, 

the results varied more from a protective effect, to 

a pathogenic effect, or no effect at all30. Therefore, 

the long-term effects accomplished by NKT cells in 

obesity might be different than their effects 

achieved on the short-term. On the long-term, the 

effects induced by the NKT cells on AT during the 

early phases of obesity might be masked and 

meanwhile compensatory mechanisms could be 

induced to maintain homeostasis34. Moreover, the 

diminished effect of NKT cells after a long-term HFD 

might be described by the decreased numbers and 

activity of NKT cells due to anergy10, 35. Constant 

stimulation due to overnutrition may desensitize 

the NKT cells10, 35. However, Ji et al. showed that 

the agonistic activation of NKT cells also induced 

long-term improvement of metabolic regulation, 

indicating the discrepancies between the studies 

again36. Furthermore, presentation of different lipid 

antigens at different time points during obesity, 

which results in a Th1 or Th2 response, might 

explain the different effects on the short- and long-

term9, 34. During the early phase, the NKT cell effect 

is probably directed towards an anti-inflammatory 

phenotype9, 10, 34. As a proof of this principle, Huh et 

al. showed that HFD fed NKT cell deficient mice are 

more susceptible to obesity and glucose 

intolerance than wild type mice34. Adiponectin 

levels decreased, glucose transporter type 4 

(GLUT4) expression decreased, and pro-

inflammatory genes increased34. These results were 

confirmed by a study of Schipper et al. that showed 

an increase in adipocyte dysfunction in the absence 

of NKT cells, reflected by decreased levels of 

insulin-sensitizing adipokine adiponectin and 

increased levels of the insulin-desensitizing 

adipokine leptin35. Adipocyte dysfunction is besides 

AT inflammation also a key player in the 

development of insulin resistance35. Based on these 

results, NKT cells might be positive regulators of 

both AT inflammation and metabolic parameters. 

In accordance with these results, NKT cell 

transfer showed increased levels of adiponectin, 

decreased levels of leptin, and increased IL-10 

levels16. IL-10 counteracts the effect of TNF-α in 

obesity, resulting in improved insulin sensitivity and 

an improved adipocyte phenotype16. Furthermore, 

NKT cell activation via α-GalCer treatment led to a 

HFD dependent effect, which included improved 

glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity in models 

of short-term, long-term, and chronic HFD 

models10, 16, 36. Therefore, a strong agonist such as 

α-GalCer, which activates AT resident NKT cells, 

might provide beneficial effects in obesity by acting 

on AT inflammation and glucose tolerance36. These 

beneficial effects are mediated by the production 

of IL-4 and IL-1016. α-GalCer activation also causes 

weight loss, adipocyte hypertrophy, improved fat 

metabolic parameters, and induced proliferation of 

NKT cells16. NKT cells mediate their effect either 

directly by their own actions or indirectly by 

controlling the functions of other cells16. Therefore, 
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NKT cells are likely not the only immune cells 

involved in the beneficial metabolic effects 

mediated by NKT cells16. 

The role of NKT cells in AT and their contribution 

to a systemic effect was challenged by a different 

study. Strodthoff et al. concluded that NKT cells did 

not had an effect on glucose clearance, but 

manipulated lipid metabolism in liver and AT31. 

They did not find substantial numbers of NKT cells 

in AT during both obese and lean conditions31. 

Therefore, they concluded that the NKT cell effect 

is mainly mediated by the liver31. The overall effects 

of NKT cells were found to be pathogenic in this 

study as depletion of NKT cells improved adipocyte 

function, decreased inflammation, and improved 

metabolic regulation31. However, the study of 

Schipper et al. presented a prominent role for AT 

instead of the prominent role described by 

Strodthoff et al. for the liver35. Schipper et al. did 

not observed any liver abnormalities and found 

large NKT cell numbers in AT, suggesting a 

pronounced function for AT resident NKT cells in 

obesity35. This is in accordance with many other 

studies, which also found large NKT cell numbers in 

AT16, 34-36. 

Despite all the performed studies, nothing could 

be concluded about the NKT cell effect in obesity 

using these models9, 30. However, it is quite clear 

that NKT cells do play a key role in obesity and 

obesity-related diseases. Their effect seems rather 

protective than harmful, especially in an acute 

setting of obesity. 

 

3.3 Receptors and cell surface proteins 

expressed by adipocytes, APCs, and Natural 

Killer T cells 

CD1d is not only expressed on the plasma 

membranes of professional APCs, also human and 

murine adipocytes express CD1d on their cell 

surface9, 34, 35. Therefore, adipocytes may sense the 

nutritional changes during obesity and pass this 

information on to the NKT cells via a direct CD1d-

TCR interaction34, 35. Interestingly, peroxisome 

proliferator-activated receptor γ (PPARγ), a very 

important transcription factor expressed by 

adipocytes, showed to be involved in increasing the 

CD1d expression on adipocytes and APCs, thereby 

regulating NKT cell activity8, 34. Comparable to the 

decrease in NKT cells, CD1d and PPARγ expression 

decreased during obesity 34.  

Next to CD1d, adipocytes express other cell 

surface proteins as well on their plasma 

membranes, including multiple cytokine receptors 

and TLRs such as TLR2 and TLR49. HFD- fed TLR2 

knockout or TLR4 knockout mice are resistant to 

insulin resistance, indicating a metabolic regulator 

function for these TLRs9. TLRs can function as 

danger sensors for inflammatory signals9. 

Interestingly, FAs or in general nutrient lipids might 

activate TLRs (TLR2 and TLR4) on adipocytes or 

APCs and initiate an inflammatory response by 

secretion of cytokines or processing of these lipids 

into lipid antigens that can be presented in CD1d9, 

30. Thereby, FAs might provide a danger signal to 

the adipocytes during obesity when FA levels are 

increased, which resulted in increased lipolysis and 

decreased insulin sensitivity9. It would be 

interesting to identify whether FAs can regulate the 

activation NKT cells via this TLR-mediated adipocyte 

pathway. Also changes in gut microbiota and gut 

permeability due to a HFD might result in NKT cell 

activation via TLR activation on adipocytes or APCs 

and therefore, might impact NKT cell number and 

function9, 30. Wu et al. referred to a reverse 

correlation as well, whereby NKT cells influence 

colonization in the gut instead of the gut 

microbiota that influences NKT cell activation30. 

As indicated, TLRs are expressed by APCs as 

well9. β-GlcCer, a self antigen, accumulates in APCs 

after TLR4 activation by LPS9. This might result in 

lipid presentation to NKT cells and thus activation 

of NKT cells. There are controlling mechanisms 

known, but how these mechanisms prevent 

autoimmunity as a consequence of constant 

activation via self antigens, is unknown9. 

Besides TLRs, other receptors can facilitate NKT 

cell activation too. As described for atherosclerosis, 

the LDLR can mediate uptake of antigens that can 
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be loaded onto CD1d9. ApoE is the regulator that 

binds to the receptor and the antigen, thereby 

mediating uptake9. Scavenger Receptors (SRs) such 

as SRA, SRB1, and CD36 showed their involvement 

as well in targeting lipids for CD1d presentation and 

regulating NKT cell function9. Because adipocytes 

express both the LDLR and SRs, a possible AT 

resident NKT cell activation pathway could be 

reflected by lipoprotein uptake9. Indirect activation 

of AT resident NKT cells might occur as well 

depending on the direct environment created by, 

among others, the adipocytes9. 

 

Furthermore, the NKT cells themselves express a 

variety of receptors. A functional leptin receptor 

(LR) is expressed by activated NKT cells37. Leptin can 

bind to this receptor. Thereby, it inhibits NKT cell 

proliferation and NKT cell cytokine production37. In 

vivo inhibition of LR signaling led to altered fat pad 

features and insulin resistance37. The effect of this 

pathway is NKT cell dependent37. This leptin/NKT 

cell LR pathway indicated a new link in the 

communication between NKT cells and AT to keep 

metabolic homeostatis37. Although on the longer 

term, leptin resistance might induce a disbalance in 

this mechanism. 

Figure 4: Natural Killer T cells in obesity. NKT cells can not only be activated via classical APCs, also adipocytes can act as APCs via their 
CD1d expression. This antigen presentation via adipocytes can be enhanced via the action of several receptors; TLRs, LDLRs, SRs, and 
LRs. TLRs react to LPS and to lipid antigens, which might act as danger signals derived from the dietary status. LPS and lipid antigens 
can increase the classical APC presentation as well via interaction with TLRs. LDLRs and SRs react to LDL particles. These receptors 
might be important for apoE-mediated uptake of lipid antigens, which can lead to presentation towards the NKT cells. The LR reacts 
with leptin and is likely involved in the regulation of NKT cell function as well. 

The increased antigen presentation results in increased NKT cell activation and thus cytokine release by these cells. IL-4 can 
promote M2 macrophage polarization. These macrophages decrease the inflammatory status of the AT. Therefore, NKT cells have an 
effector function in modulating the behavior of other immune cells. Furthermore, they are able to increase T reg proliferation via 
secretion of IL-2. T regs act as anti-inflammatory immune cells and also influence NKT cell behavior. 
APC, antigen presenting cell; AT, adipose tissue; IL, interleukin; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; LDLR, low-density lipoprotein receptor; LPS, 
lipopolysaccharide; LR, leptin receptor; NKT cell, Natural Killer T cell; SR, scavenger receptor; TLR, Toll-like receptor; T reg, regulatory T 
cell 
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3.4 Natural Killer T cells: The interplay with 

macrophages and regulatory T cells in obesity 

NKT cells interact with other immune cells including 

macrophages and regulatory T cells (T regs) during 

obesity. M1-type macrophages are important 

players in AT inflammation and the initiation of 

insulin resistance9. This effect is partially mediated 

by the secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines9. 

Macrophages interact with other immune cells as 

well such as CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, which increases 

the inflammatory status of AT9. Next to these 

inflammatory immune cells, also anti-inflammatory 

cells interact in the process of AT inflammation, 

including T regs, macrophages (M2), and NKT cells9. 

There are two types of macrophages; M1-type 

and M2-type macrophages. M1 macrophages are 

pro-inflammatory macrophages induced by Th1 

cytokines, such as IFN-γ and TNF-α38. M2 

macrophages are induced by Th2 cytokines, such as 

IL-4, IL-10, and IL-13, which lead to a macrophage 

phenotype that is anti-inflammatory and focuses on 

tissue repair38. Dependent on the 

microenvironment at the local tissue site, 

macrophages polarize to a certain phenotype38. In 

the AT of lean subjects, monocytes differentiate 

mostly towards the M2 phenotype and in the AT of 

obese subjects mostly towards M19, 34. However, 

activation of NKT cells by α-GalCer promotes M2 

polarization in AT during obesity by stimulation of 

the IL-4-STAT6 (signal transducer and activator of 

transcription 6) axis36. This observation is supported 

by NKT cell knockout models, which had increased 

macrophage numbers and an increased M1/M2 

ratio in AT9, 34. NKT cells purified form AT of short-

term HFD fed mice produced increased levels of IL-

4, which is a M2 polarization signal10. Already after 

4 days of HFD-feeding, macrophages in AT showed 

increased M2 polarization and Arg1, a key marker 

of M2 polarization, protein expression10. This effect 

was NKT cell and HFD dependent10. The M2 

polarization signal IL-4 might be directly produced 

by the NKT cells, but indirect production by other 

cell types is also possible10. This NKT cell-mediated 

effect is possibly an acute immune reaction upon 

the short-term HFD to prepare the system for diet-

induced challenges for a longer term10. Additionally, 

a strong negative correlation was found between 

the amount of M1 macrophages or total number of 

macrophage infiltration and NKT cell presence in 

AT16. However, not all studies identified this 

positive effect achieved by the NKT cells on 

macrophage infiltration and polarization, inverse 

correlations were found as well9. 

A second interplay is described for NKT cells and 

T regs. T regs are anti-inflammatory T cells present 

in, among other things, AT9, 35. During obesity, T reg 

numbers decreased in both human and mice AT, 

which is similar to the decrease in NKT cells during 

obesity9. However, after NKT cell depletion, T reg 

numbers increased35. This might indicate a 

mechanism that prevents further metabolic 

impairment and decreased insulin sensitivity in the 

absence of NKT cells35. T regs interact with NKT cells 

via direct cell-cell contact9. Furthermore, NKT cells 

produce IL-2, which stimulates the proliferation of T 

regs9. In turn, T regs can regulate NKT cell function 

by suppression of their proliferation, their Th1 and 

Th2 cytokine secretion, and their cytotoxic activity9.  

These data underpins the interplay between 

different types of immune cells, namely the 

interplay between NKT cells and macrophages or T 

regs. These interplays create a network, which 

collectively results in the induction or inhibition of 

AT inflammation and insulin resistance. Figure 4 

gives an overview of some of the discussed 

mechanisms. 

 

4. Links between atherosclerosis and 

obesity: A possible role for Natural 

Killer T cells 

Individual findings concerning atherosclerosis or 

obesity show the involvement of both pathologies 

in the development of CVDs. These pathologies are 

linked to each other as well. For example, in both 

atherosclerosis and obesity, chronic inflammation is 

the key process occurring. Both pathologies might 
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share mechanisms involved in the development of 

CVDs. 

Several circulatory markers such as matrix 

metalloproteinase 9 (MMP-9), tissue inhibitor of 

metalloproteinase 1 (TIMP-1), plasminogen 

activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1), IL-18, and IL-6, are 

associated with CVDs39. These factors are expressed 

in AT as well and increased levels were observed in 

CVD patients39. This indicated that the overall 

inflammatory activity in AT is significantly 

associated with CVD, forming a pathogenic link 

between obesity and CVD39. 

Furthermore, other studies indicated a link 

between obesity-related diseases, such as 

metabolic syndrome (MetS) and atherosclerosis. 

MetS is often a consequence of obesity, and 

consists of at least three of the following five 

factors; characteristics of hypertension, high 

triglyceride levels, high fasting blood glucose, low 

high-density lipoprotein (HDL) plasma levels, and 

abdominal obesity40. Many of these factors, as a 

consequence of obesity, have been related to 

atherosclerotic parameters41, 42. It must be pointed 

out that there are differences between men and 

women during development of MetS and thus 

cardiovascular health43. Other CVD precursors such 

as cardiac steatosis (lipid accumulation in the heart 

that correspond with increased CVD risk) correlate 

with MetS parameters as well44. Especially, the 

amount of VAT correlates with cardiac steatosis44. A 

study performed with obese women also indicated 

a higher prevalence of left ventricular hypertrophy 

(LVH) under obese subjects45.  

AT secretes many adipokines that play a role in 

the pathogenesis of CVDs39. Moreover, adipokines 

form direct links between obesity-related diseases 

and atherosclerosis. Pro-inflammatory adipokines 

(e.g. TNF-α) are harmful and anti-inflammatory 

adipokines (e.g. adiponectin) are beneficial in the 

development of atherosclerosis46. For example, 

angiopoietin-like protein 2 (Angptl2) is a pro-

inflammatory adipokine which promotes and 

accelerates AT inflammation and insulin resistance 

in obesity, but also aggravates the atherosclerotic 

process46. Likely, a balance is needed between pro- 

and anti-inflammatory adipokines to prevent CVD 

development as a consequence of the deterioration 

of the atherosclerotic process46. Furthermore, the 

two adipokines lipocalin-2 (lcn-2) and adipocyte 

fatty acid binding protein (A-FABP) are known for 

their function to modulate vascular function and 

therefore, influence atherosclerotic progression47. 

Interestingly, adipokines specifically released by 

perivascular AT might influence atherosclerosis in 

the vessel wall directly46, 48. The local release of 

adipokines from perivascular AT could have pro- or 

anti-inflammatory effects46. The quantity of 

perivascular AT is associated with the presence of 

atherosclerosis, but an independent role for 

perivascular AT in the development of 

atherosclerosis still needs to be proven, as the 

amount of perivascular AT is associated with the 

amount of visceral AT48. Obesity itself also led to 

increased cytokine expression and macrophage 

infiltration in perivascular AT48. In conclusion, these 

studies indicate an association between 

atherosclerosis, obesity, and CVD. 

 

4.1 Natural Killer T cells as a link between 

atherosclerosis and obesity 

As indicated by several studies, NKT cells play a role 

in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis and obesity. 

However, only one study by Subramanian et al. 

looked at the effect achieved by the NKT cells in 

both pathologies at the same time. In this study 

Vα14Jα18 TCR transgenic mice on a LDLR knockout 

background were used to study the effects of NKT 

cells on metabolic abnormalities and 

atherosclerosis49. Vα14Jα18 TCR transgenic mice 

possess large NKT cell numbers to amplify the 

natural response of NKT cells in vivo49. The mice 

were fed with a HFHSC (high-fat high-sucrose diet 

with cholesterol) diet49. They gained weight, which 

led to a dysregulated metabolism, including 

changed lipoprotein profiles, higher fasting glucose, 

and insulin resistance49. More macrophages of the 

M1 phenotype indicated the ongoing process of AT 

inflammation49. At the atherosclerotic level, aortic 
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atherosclerosis and inflammation was worsened49. 

So, both metabolic and atherosclerotic parameters 

were deteriorated in the presence of large 

circulating NKT cell numbers49. However, when 

these mice were fed with a Western-type diet (milk 

fat and cholesterol), no increase in atherosclerotic 

lesions or increase in body weight was measured49. 

This indicates a strong interaction between the 

type of diet and the effect achieved by the NKT cells 

on the aggravation of atherosclerosis, probably 

mediated by the enhanced levels of circulating 

lipids49. The findings that NKT cells are “bad 

players” in metabolic regulation are not supported 

by most studies described before (chapter 3.2). 

However, here a LDLR knockout mouse model was 

used and the specificity of the diet, could explain 

the difference49.  

The study by Subramanian et al. was the only 

study performed to investigate atherosclerosis and 

obesity at the same time point. However, other 

links between the involvement of NKT cells and 

both pathologies can be found at different, maybe 

less obvious, levels as well. Chemokines play 

important roles in the pathogenesis of 

atherosclerosis and obesity. Therefore, a possible 

link between the involved processes might be 

found in chemokine expression. CXCR6 is the 

chemokine receptor for chemokine CXCL16 and is 

expressed by NKT cells50. The role of the 

CXCL16/CXR6 interaction in atherosclerosis was 

already known50. Also in patients with MetS, 

increased levels of CXCL16/CXCR6 were associated 

with atherosclerotic parameters50. The increased 

numbers of CXCR6+ NKT cells and CXCR6+ T cells 

were correlated to atherosclerotic parameters, 

which might indicate an important function for 

these cell types in atherogenesis in patients with 

MetS50. Thereby, chemokine CXCL16 could serve as 

a risk factor for and participant in atherosclerosis50. 

We could speculate that this chemokine serves as a 

risk factor for AT inflammation and obesity as well, 

concerning the origin of the MetS. 

Additionally, a study by Madonna et al. pointed 

to another link between atherosclerosis and obesity 

at the level of NKT cells. In this study was stated 

that CD1d could mediate NFκB activation and 

diastolic dysfunction of the hearts of obese mice51. 

Therefore, the regulation of CD1d can influence 

NFκB activation and thereby also cardiac 

dysfunction51. CD1d expression increases on APCs 

in atherosclerotic lesions due to increased oxLDL 

levels22, which might indicate a mechanism leading 

to CVD during obesity. This CD1d mediated 

mechanism might point to the involvement of NKT 

cells, because increased expression could activate 

more NKT cells, leading to worsened atherogenesis. 

However, during obesity CD1d expression on 

adipocytes was decreased, indicating that 

adipocytes and possibly also their interacting AT 

resident NKT cells might not be involved in this 

NFκB activating pathway51. Moreover, another 

lesson can be learned from CD1d mediated effects 

concerning CVDs. PPARγ agonists, 

thiazolidinediones (TZDs), used in the past to treat 

obese patients, induced a risk for myocardial 

infarction52. This effect is in contrast with TZD 

function, as TZDs improve adipocyte function and 

metabolic regulation and  therefore were expected 

to lower the risk for CVDs52. The regulation of 

PPARγ by these drugs, that regulates CD1d 

expression on adipocytes and APCs, might explain 

this8, 34. As most studies declare that NKT cells are 

pro-atherogenic, activation of NKT cells by a higher 

level of CD1d, might explain these controversial 

results. 

Finally, another connection between 

atherosclerosis and obesity might be found in MMP 

expression. MMPs are involved in the demolition of 

the collagen cap of an atherosclerotic plaque. 

Weiss et al. suggested to inhibit AT-derived MMP-9, 

as MMP-9 from AT is correlated with CVD39. Others 

indicated the advantages of MMP-9 inhibition in 

atherosclerosis as well39. NKT cells could contribute 

to the pool of MMPs53, eventually having an effect 

on CVDs by destabilizing the fibrous cap of an 

atherosclerotic lesion. Manipulation of NKT cell 

MMP expression may contribute to improved 

stabilized plaques and eventually less CVDs. 
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4.2 Natural Killer T cells in atherosclerosis and 

obesity: Interfering factors 

Because of the participation of NKT cells in 

atherosclerosis and obesity, and correlations 

between these pathologies, it would be instructive 

to indicate mechanisms recruited in both 

pathologies. Subramanian et al. was the first group 

that looked at both processes at the same time, 

which might suggest a similar mechanism occurring 

in both pathologies. In terms of activation, in both 

pathologies receptors on APCs and on NKT cells are 

likely activated by lipid antigens. The lipid antigens 

discovered in relation to atherosclerosis could be 

usable as well to activate similar receptors related 

to obesity, and vice versa, but tissue specificity 

needs to be addressed. Also, the effects obtained in 

atherosclerotic studies are not compatible with all 

obesity-related results. For example, how is it 

possible that NKT cells induce M2 polarization in 

obesity, but more M1-type macrophages are 

obtained in the atherosclerotic lesions? The degree 

of inflammation is possibly a big interfering factor, 

as inflammatory processes in atherosclerosis might 

be more intensive than the low-grade chronic 

inflammation in AT inflammation during obesity. 

The cytokine milieu might be too intensive to be 

overruled by NKT cell cytokine expression. 

Additionally, in obesity T regs might contribute to 

an anti-inflammatory environment. 

Furthermore, the NKT cell pool is roughly 

divided into two populations: iNKT and vNKT cells. 

Most studies are performed regarding these iNKT 

cells, but it would be interesting to study the vNKT 

subset as well for their specific functions11. For 

example, the balance between iNKT/vNKT cells 

might result in a different lipid and lipoprotein 

metabolism, which could affect the atherosclerotic 

process as well11. Unfortunately, no specific 

knockout models are available to study the vNKT 

cell population separately11. However, there are 

more subtypes described besides these two based 

on their cell surface marker expression (figure 1). 

iNKT cells possess a heterogeneous phenotype with 

differences in expression of other surface markers 

such as CD4 and NK markers next to their specific 

TCR7. These markers might influence the NKT cell 

effector function7, so it is highly likely that these 

subtypes have different functions. The exact 

subpopulations might differ between the studies 

discussed here. This could partially explain why the 

results of the individual studies differ and 

therefore, remained inconclusive. As an example, 

the type of NKT cell chosen for adoptive therapy 

might be the wrong one to perceive beneficial 

effects. It is of interest to identify and test all 

subtypes, starting with the general iNKT and vNKT 

subtypes, and find those populations that are both 

atheroprotective and beneficial in obesity8. 

However, it might be hard to find these populations 

as all those markers make it hard to isolate the 

specific subtypes and to determine any subtypes at 

all. That is also why the role of vNKT cells is not 

really addressed yet, due to insufficient models. 

New studies need to be performed in a controlled 

matter, whereby all experimental factors are 

similar and also the populations discussed per study 

are similar to determine whether the total NKT cell 

effect is beneficial or pathogenic. Differentiation of 

the iNKT population into the vNKT population might 

be beneficial for both diseases, but we need more 

studies to confirm the role of the different 

subpopulations in obesity and atherosclerosis10. It 

might be possible to stimulate the differentiation of 

those beneficial populations in the thymus, the 

organ where the NKT cells get their phenotypic 

characteristics.  

In addition, the microenvironment such as the 

cytokine milieu in the specific organ/tissue where 

the NKT cells reside, influences locally NKT cell 

behavior7. This contributes to the difficulties 

experienced with predicting the function of NKT 

cells in an organ7. For example, the effects of NKT 

cells in the liver and AT during obesity were shown 

to differ from each other36. The NKT cells are more 

biased towards a Th2 cytokine profile in AT36. This 

might be caused by differences in 

microenvironment between the tissues, the 

presence of tissue-specific APCs, and the presence 
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of tissue-specific subpopulations in the different 

organs, such as the liver and AT36. This might result 

in tissue-specific effects achieved by the NKT cells 

and we need to acknowledge these differences 

when we address the NKT cell effects in various 

tissues36. 

Time span might also be very important for NKT 

cell function, as in later stages of constant NKT cell 

stimulation, NKT cells can go into anergy; the 

unresponsiveness of NKT cells towards antigens. 

The activity of the NKT cells at various stages during 

the development of atherosclerosis and obesity 

needs to be taken into account for future studies49. 

Not only NKT cells can be influenced by time span, 

the polarization of macrophages in AT (and in the 

vessel wall) might be influenced as well49. 

Therefore, a time-dependent evolution of 

macrophage subtypes might occur, since these cells 

may change their expression patterns during HFD-

feeding49. Furthermore, the effect achieved by 

various other immune cells with a role in 

atherosclerosis and obesity might be dependent on 

time span. As a consequence, the crosstalk 

between the involved immune cells may differ in 

time, which influences disease outcome. Peralbo et 

al. underlined the importance of time span for NKT 

cell function even further, as their study showed 

that the composition of the NKT cell 

subpopulations changed during age54. 

Because of the discrepancies in results obtained 

for both atherosclerosis and obesity studies, the 

differences in experimental setting need to be 

addressed including genetic background, time 

frame, used NKT cell subtypes, diet duration, 

protocol for NKT cell activation, endogenous 

microbiota in animal facilities, male/female 

subjects, and the use of littermates9, 16, 30. Due to 

these interfering factors, the role of NKT cells 

remained inconclusive. Moreover, the type and the 

composition of the diet might be the biggest 

interfering factor. Distinct HFDs content different 

lipid antigens, which might lead to divergent NKT 

Figure 5: Natural Killer T cells in atherosclerosis and obesity. It is highly likely that the NKT cell pool gets activated as a consequence 
of dietary-derived lipid antigens, as different diets seem to have impact on the effect accomplished by NKT cells. The NKT cell pool is 
divided in subpopulations. There are more subpopulations than the depicted iNKT and vNKT cells, but further distinction is still under 
investigation. Each subtype of NKT cells could have a different effector function, which has a different consequence for 
atherosclerosis or obesity-related processes. Not only the subtype determines the outcome, also the local environment (e.g. the 
presence of tissue-specific APCs and the local cytokines) influences this. Furthermore, NKT cells might change their responses during 
time, resulting in different functions of the NKT cells and different interactions with other immune cells. Other factors, even still 
unknown factors, could influence NKT cell function leading to different overall effects on the pathologies of  atherosclerosis and 
obesity.  
iNKT cell, invariant Natural Killer T cell; vNKT cell, variant Natural Killer T cell 
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cell responses and a final beneficial or pathogenic 

effect. To exclude such interfering factors and the 

differences in diets, the composition and duration 

of the diet need to be standardized and the 

experiments need to be performed in the same 

laboratory49. It might be possible that the type or 

origin of the dietary factors and self antigens, might 

determine the outcome whether the effect of NKT 

cells is beneficial or harmful35. Unfortunately, the 

self antigens and their origin/composition, that can 

be processed by APCs or adipocytes and presented 

to NKT cells to activate these immune cells via 

either direct or indirect pathways, are not known 

yet10, 49. A dietary origin of these antigens is highly 

likely, because of the distinct diets with different 

lipid and FA content that influenced the study 

outcome10, 49. It would be helpful to identify these 

antigens to intervene with them as a basis for 

therapeutics. Figure 5 highlights the points 

discussed to determine the NKT cell effect in 

atherosclerosis and obesity. 

 

4.3 Natural Killer T cells: A therapeutic 

perspective 

In general, the risk of getting atherosclerotic lesions 

and obesity-related diseases could be lowered by 

changing the life style including increasing exercise, 

consuming a healthy diet, and quit smoking. The 

findings related to NKT cell function may provide 

new therapeutic strategies regarding treatment of 

atherosclerosis and obesity. Unfortunately, no 

consistent evidence was found in relation to the 

pathogenic or beneficial role of NKT cells in both 

pathologies. Therefore, we do not know for sure at 

this point whether it would be beneficial to have 

more or less NKT cells and active or less active NKT 

cells. However, a significant role for this cell type 

can be attributed and therefore, defining the 

therapeutic application is of great importance. 

Individual associations between the pathologies 

can be made as well. Therefore, it might be 

expected that both diseases react similar to an 

excess or shortage of NKT cells. This cannot be 

excluded, however it seems that NKT cells are 

beneficial for obesity in an acute setting, but 

aggravate the atherosclerotic process. This could 

indicate that we need local therapy with different 

effects to reach beneficial effects in both 

pathologies. The lapse of time and local 

environment need to be taken into account, 

because this determines when the NKT cells need 

to be activated or inhibited. 

New therapies need to be designed to prevent 

atherosclerotic progression and induction of 

obesity-related diseases by controlling NKT cell 

activity in the vessel wall or AT9. NKT cells might be 

targeted using TCR antagonists, lipid antigens, 

blocking or activating CD1d antibodies, or NKT cell-

depleting antibodies30. The other receptors 

involved in NKT cell activation such as TLRs and SRs 

may contribute to new therapeutic perspectives as 

well to improve the effectiveness of these 

therapies. These receptors might even be 

systemically modified, if the modification is useful 

for inhibition of both atherosclerosis and obesity-

related diseases. Also DCs as presenters for NKT 

cells could be treated with glycolipids in the 

presence of TLR antagonists to perceive a tolerant 

NKT cell for that specific antigen8. Furthermore, 

several studies indicated the use of NKT activating 

glycolipids in a clinical setting to treat obesity-

related diseases, type II diabetes and MetS16, 36. The 

use of α-GalCer, a glycolipid which is safe and well-

tolerated in humans, is already employed in cancer 

treatment16, 36. However, as indicated by the 

studies that addressed the role of NKT cells in 

atherosclerosis and obesity, systemic activation of 

NKT cells likely provides side effects as the effects 

for both pathologies might differ. Therefore, finding 

a target with similar effects in both pathologies is of 

interest. So, whether treatments that increase or 

activate NKT cells systemically are beneficial need 

to be determined. In addition, designing a NKT cell 

activation therapy could be difficult in terms of 

anergy, which will be induced after a longer period 

of stimulation. This time frame when anergy sets in 

needs to be investigated. Probably, a local therapy 

suits the requirements better, but this is also more 
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difficult to achieve. Designing target-specific 

inhibitors or activators to target the vessel wall or 

AT specifically remains difficult, because we need 

to identify targets that are specifically expressed by 

these tissues. Subsequently, drugs that bind to 

these targets can be manufactured and as a last 

step, (new) strategies, preferably non-invasive 

techniques, are needed to deliver these drugs 

locally. Therefore, many things can still be learned 

regarding these research areas. 

 

5. Conclusion 

Chronic inflammation is the key process occurring 

in atherosclerosis and obesity, which are both 

pathologies related to the development of CVDs. 

NKT cells are active participants in this process. 

However, conflicting results make it hard to address 

whether the effects achieved by NKT cells are 

beneficial or pathologic in these pathologies. The 

effects concerning atherosclerosis are tending 

towards a pro-atherogenic phenotype, while they 

likely protect against metabolic dysregulation in an 

acute setting of obesity. More studies are needed 

concerning, among other things, the different NKT 

cell subpopulations, the local environment, and 

time span, to address the NKT cell effect in 

different tissues. Modulation of the NKT cell effect 

can be valuable for the treatment of atherosclerosis 

and obesity-related diseases, thereby lowering the 

risk of CVDs. 
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Aderverkalking of atherosclerose en obesitas zijn ziekten die beiden gerelateerd zijn aan de ontwikkeling van hart- 

en vaatziekten, ook wel bekend als cardiovasculaire ziekten. Bij atherosclerose hoopt vet zich op in de wanden van 

de bloedvaten en bij obesitas neemt de algehele vetmassa drastisch toe. De aantallen patiënten die lijden aan 

atherosclerose en/of obesitas nemen in sterke mate toe. Daardoor dragen deze ziekten bij aan het groeiende 

probleem van hart- en vaatziekten, één van de belangrijkste doodsoorzaken wereldwijd. 

In de ontwikkeling van atherosclerose en obesitas vervult het immuunsysteem een belangrijke rol. Het 

immuunsysteem met de daarbij behorende immuuncellen kan worden opgedeeld in twee grote takken; een 

aangeboren of aspecifieke tak en een verworven of adaptieve tak. Beide takken van het immuunsysteem spelen een 

rol in de ontwikkeling van atherosclerose en obesitas. Dit is onder andere af te leiden aan de aanwezigheid van 

grote aantallen immuuncellen in de vaatwand en in het vetweefsel. Er vindt een continu (chronisch) 

ontstekingsproces plaats, wat de staat van beide ziekten in de loop der tijd verergert. Een speciaal type 

immuuncellen genaamd Natural Killer T (NKT) cellen bevindt zich ook in de vaatwand en in het vetweefsel. Deze 

cellen dragen eveneens bij aan de progressie van atherosclerose en obesitas. NKT cellen zijn bijzondere 

immuuncellen, omdat ze een rol spelen in beide takken van het immuunsysteem en deze met elkaar verbindt.  

NKT cellen worden geactiveerd door stofjes bestaande uit vet, ook wel lipide antigenen genoemd. Deze 

antigenen zijn rijkelijk aanwezig in de vaatwand en in het vetweefsel. Door deze activatie stap kunnen de NKT cellen 

een functie gaan uitvoeren, zoals het uitscheiden van bepaalde stoffen en het communiceren met andere 

immuuncellen. Verschillende processen die leiden tot NKT cel activatie of het aanpassen van de NKT cel functie zijn 

bekend voor zowel atherosclerose als obesitas. Hieruit blijkt dat er een duidelijke rol is weggelegd voor deze cellen 

in beide ziektebeelden. Echter, tegenstrijdige resultaten maken het moeilijk om te bepalen of het effect van de NKT 

cellen voordelig of nadelig is voor de ontwikkeling van atherosclerose en obesitas. Dat is waarom er meer studies 

nodig zijn die ook de rol van storende factoren in ogenschouw nemen, zoals het effect van de NKT cel subtypes, het 

lokale milieu, en de tijdsduur. Daarna kan de potentie van NKT cellen voor de behandeling van hart- en vaatziekten 

bepaald worden. 


